TABLE 1
Fees and Costs Paid by the City to Outside Counsel in Police Related Cases (8/31/2003-5/1/2012)1
Cases2
Rock Fusco/Hale and Associates3
Dykema Gossett
Hervas, Condon/Sotos and Associates4

Fees

Costs

Total

46/64 17,964,648.44 2,589,849,91 $20,554,498.35
175/18 12,764,649.50

7,347,729.09 1,259,527.80

$8,607,256.89

8

6,398,135.30

420,955.35

$6,819,090.65

Pugh, Johnson and Jones

16

5,843,837.00

444,511.87

$6,288,348.87

Greene and Letts

16/25 4,164,384.30

Daley, Mohan, Groble

2/20

$867,189.95 106,716.89

Ancel, Glink

8

$754,274.20

72,550.06

$826,824.26

Hinshaw Culbertson

8

$667,161.97

51,677.92

$718,839.89

Kralovec, Bueke and Gamboney 6

3

$586,630.25

4602.06

$591,232.31

Leinenweber, Baroni and Daffada

6

$426,450.00

448.91

$426,898.91

Freeborn Peters5

27/5

914,423.93 $13,679,073.43

259,574.75

$4,423,959.05
$973,906.84

(315/132) $57,785,090.00 $6,124,839.45 $63,909,929.45

1

This data is taken from the FOIA productions by the City of Chicago dated March 27, 2012, May 2, 2012, and May
16, 2012. The production included the date that the law firm was first engaged in the case by the City. With the
exception of one case where the engagement was listed as 2000, all dates of engagement were on or after August
31, 2003.
2
Enumerated below as follows: hourly rate cases/flat fee cases. Fees and costs from non-police related cases have
been excluded from the totals, with the exception of two civil rights cases brought against Chicago public school
employees.
3
All cases totaled in this category are cases where Andrew Hale was retained counsel, a few with the law firm of
Rock, Fusco, with the vast majority being cases where Hale and Associates were the City retained lawyers.
4
All cases listed in this category are cases where James Sotos was City retained counsel, some with the law firm of
Hervas, Condon and Bersani, with the majority being cases where Sotos and Associates were the City retained
lawyers.
5
The main lawyers who worked on the totaled cases for Freeborn Peters were Richard Sykes, who later went to
Daley, Mohan and Groble, and Richard Levy, who moved on to Johnson and Bell. The data received to date from
the City does not include fees collected by Johnson and Bell and a number of other firms who also do police
defense work for the City. We have sought the fees and costs paid to these law firms and will update this study
upon receipt of the data.
6
Kralovec, Gamboney and Bueke, while not law partners, all represented Jon Burge in Kitchen v. Burge, Tillman v.
Burge, and Fauntleroy v. Burge until the City replaced them with Hale and Associates.

